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Hydrodynamic interactions between two spheres at contact
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We develop a model of contact interactions between two spherical particles immersed in a viscous fluid,
under a very low Reynolds number. This model allows us to interpret results of our experiment, in which the
settling motion of a ball in the vicinity of another fixed sphere is accurately measured with laser interferometry.
Due to the symmetry of the experimental setup and the reversibility of the Stokes equations describing the fluid
flow, the trajectory and velocity of the moving sphere center are expected to exhibit symmetry with respect to
reflection in the horizontal plane containing the fixed sphere center. However, no such symmetry is observed
if the particles ‘‘touch’’ each other. Our model accounts for symmetry breaking by the contact friction between
surfaces—such a force appears only when the moving sphere center is above the horizontal plane containing
the center of the fixed particle. The model predicts two intervals of motion, at contact: pure rolling and rolling
with slip. The existence of both types of motion, with a sharp transition from one to another, has been verified
experimentally.@S1063-651X~99!05303-9#

PACS number~s!: 47.15.Gf, 47.15.Pn, 46.55.1d, 81.40.Pq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper seems to contradict the stand
Jeffrey-Onishi theory of low-Reynolds-number hydrod
namic interactions between two spheres, according to wh
friction forces slow down the motion of particles approac
ing each other, preventing them from contact@1–5#. How-
ever, for small separations between particle surfaces, a
tional effects may become important@6–9#. A particle with a
rough surface is no longer perfectly spherical, and the s
dard lubrication theory~i.e., theory of the hydrodynamic in
teractions for a very small gap between particle surfac!
needs to be modified to account for the real surface sha

The goal of this paper is to develop a simple model
combined hydrodynamic and contact interactions betw
two spheres, and apply it to account for our experimen
data. Our system consists of two spheres of approxima
equal size immersed in a viscous oil: one of them is fix
and another one moves freely nearby, due to gravity.
particle instantaneous velocity is measured during its mot
To determine the vertical component we have applied
accurate interferometric technique developed earlier@10#.
The method used to determine the particle horizontal ve
ity and its trajectory is based on a coupling of the interfe
metric setup with encoders@11,12#, and it will be presented
elsewhere.

Our model contains essentially the same physics of c
tact as the roll and slip model of Davis@7#. However, Davis
introduced hydrodynamic interactions with contact fricti
for a different system, in which a heavy sphere sedimen
through a dilute suspension of neutrally buoyant partic
interacts pairwise with amobilesphere. Therefore his equa
tions and calculations differ from ours. The roll and s
model from Ref.@7# was later checked to agree with an e
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periment based on video recording and computer im
analysis@9#. The interferometric technique@10–12# used in
our experiments has a significantly higher accuracy than
system used in Ref.@9#. Such an accurate tool allows us
test more precisely the existence of pure rolling, and roll
with slip, at contact. It would also allow one to further d
velop the simple physical model presented here; howe
this is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we concent
on presenting basic concepts of the model, and on descri
how the improvement of the model and the redesign of
experiment were interrelated.

In Sec. II we introduce the hydrodynamic interaction
and explain how its standard theoretical description lead
the expectation of symmetries of velocity plots and trajec
ries. In Sec. III we present how the symmetry is broken
the experimental data. In Sec. IV we explain how the cont
friction can be combined with hydrodynamic interaction
We present the basic structure of the model and the me
nism by which it causes the symmetry breaking. In Sec
we specify the quantities provided by the experiment a
their accuracy, explaining the method of measurement. T
information is used in Sec. VI to write down the model equ
tions in a form well fitted for later comparison with the e
periment: that is, to benefit from the measurement accur
In Sec. VII we present more detailed information about t
experiment, which enables us to redesign the model
check its validity limits in Sec. VIII. Interpretation of the
experimental data with the model is finally performed in S
IX, leading to the conclusions presented in Sec. X.

II. HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
TWO SPHERES

A. Formulation of the problem

Consider two spheres of equal radii in low-Reynold
number incompressible fluid flow. The fluid is described
its velocity v and its modified pressurep, satisfying the
Stokes equations
3182 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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h¹2v2“p50, ~1!

“•v50, ~2!

with the fluid velocity vanishing at infinity and the stic
boundary conditions at the sphere surfacesBa , a51, 2:

vu`50, ~3!

vuBa
5Ua1Va3~r2ra!, ~4!

wherer is any point at the surfaceBa , ra is theath sphere
center, andUa andVa are theath particle translational and
rotational velocities@13#.

Within the approximation of negligible fluid and partic
inertia, the external forcesFa and torquesTa acting on the
particles are balanced by the corresponding hydrodyna
forcesHa and hydrodynamic torquesQa exerted on them by
the fluid. The forces and the torques are linearly related

the particle velocities by the friction matrixzI, which de-
pends on the distance between both particles, and whic
calculated according to the procedure developed in Ref.@5#:

S F1

T1

F2

T2

D 5 zIS U1

V1

U2

V2

D . ~5!

In our system sphere 2 is fixed; therefore, its translatio
and rotational velocities vanish. Sphere 1 moves freely,
the external force and the external torque acting on it
given. We want to solve Eq.~5! to obtain the translationa
velocity of the first particleU1 , and compare it with the
experiment:

given: U25V250, ~6!

F1 , T1 ; ~7!

what is: U1? ~8!

We will follow the notation presented in Fig. 1, using tw
coordinate frames:LTS ~marked in Fig. 1! or xzS; z is ver-
tical pointing up, andx is horizontal pointing right.

B. Symmetries

The Stokes equations are invariant under time reve
and under reflection in a plane. Therefore, the moving p
ticle velocity vector is symmetric under any of those tran

FIG. 1. Relative configuration of spheres: the notation.
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formations or their combination, if the boundary conditio
on both fixed and moving particle surfaces display the c
responding symmetry.

The boundary conditions on the fixed sphere~6! are sym-
metric under reflection in any plane containing the fix
sphere center, as well as under time reversal. The boun
conditions on the moving sphere are given indirectly throu
the external forces, and their symmetries are to be analy
by the corresponding symmetries of the external forces.

Theorem 1. If the external forces and torques acting o
the moving particle are symmetric with respect to reflect
in the vertical plane containing both sphere centers, then
particle motion ~both translational and rotational! is re-
stricted to this plane:

V1L5V1T5U1S50. ~9!

Theorem 2. If the external forces and torques acting o
the moving particle are symmetric with respect to time
versal superposed with reflection in the horizontal planz
50, containing the fixed sphere center, then the particle
locity is also symmetric under this transformation, whi
leads to the following symmetries of velocity componen
and the trajectory with respect toz→2z:

U1x~z!52U1x~2z!, ~10!

U1z~z!5U1z~2z!, ~11!

x~z!5x~2z!. ~12!

C. Separated spheres

For separated particles the external force and torque
ing on sphere 1 are due entirely to gravity:

F15G, ~13!

T150. ~14!

Sincep is themodifiedpressure, then the gravitational forc
G is given as

G5 4
3 pa3~ r̃2r!g, ~15!

where g is the gravitational acceleration,a is the particle
radius,r̃ is the particle density, andr is the fluid density.

Within the approximation of negligible fluid and particl
inertia, G is balanced by the hydrodynamic forceH exerted
by the fluid. For any configuration of particles these forc
are vertical, as shown in Fig. 5~B! in Sec. IV A; therefore,
reflection in the horizontal plane containing the fixed sph
center leads to the same forces and torques as those ch
teristic for the time reversed motion. Therefore Eqs.~10!–
~12! hold: trajectories and vertical velocity plots are symm
ric, and horizontal velocity plots are antisymmetric functio
of z.

In addition, the vertical plane containing both sphere c
ters is the symmetry plane of the system. Therefore, acc
ing to Eq.~9!, the motion is restricted to this plane.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SYMMETRY BREAKING

In the experiment, conditions~6! and ~7! are satisfied–
sphere 2 is fixed, and sphere 1 moves freely from abo
initally being at a distancex0 from the vertical line including
the fixed sphere center. The motion of the sphere is inve
gated while it passes by the fixed sphere, until the vert
distance between both particles becomes approximately
same as initially. The details of the measurement techni
and the setup are presented in Secs. V and VII.

The symmetry under reflection in the vertical plane co
taining the fixed sphere center is observed. That is, e
experimental trajectory is located in such a vertical pla
Therefore, on the plots horizontal, positions and velocities
the moving sphere are marked by only one coordinatex,
measured within this plane.

The symmetry under time reversal superposed with
flection in the horizontal plane described in Sec. II B is o
served in the experiment only for trajectories withx0 larger
than a certain critical value. For smaller values ofx0 there is
no such a symmetry. Experimental results for a nonsymm
ric single trajectory are given in Figs. 2–4.

FIG. 2. A trajectory of the moving sphere center.

FIG. 3. Vertical velocity of the moving sphere center.
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IV. CONSTRUCTING A MODEL OF HYDRODYNAMIC
AND CONTACT INTERACTIONS

A. Balance of forces and torques on spheres at contact

We assume that at contact the total external forceF1 act-
ing on the moving sphere 1 is a superposition of the grav
force G and a contact force, consisting of a reaction of t
fixed sphereP normal to its surface and a tangential so
friction force R, giving rise to a torqueT1 :

F15G1P1R, ~16!

T15a3R, ~17!

where a is a vector joining the center of sphere 1 to t
contact point. Since the fluid and the particle inertia are
glected,F1 andT1 are balanced by the hydrodynamic forc
H and the hydrodynamic torqueQ exerted by the fluid. The
forces are shown schematically in Fig. 5—all of them are

FIG. 4. Horizontal velocity of the moving sphere center.

FIG. 5. Balance of forces on particle 1~A! in contact with
particle 2, and~B! separated from particle 2.
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PRE 59 3185HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TWO . . .
the plane of the graph, i.e., the planexz.
As in Sec. II C, the forces and torques are symme

under reflection in the vertical plane passing through
sphere centers, and therefore the motion is restricted to
plane. However, in contrast to Sec. II C, the forces a
torques are no longer symmetric with respect to time reve
superposed with reflection in the horizontal planez50 ~i.e.,
the plane passing through the fixed sphere center!—compare
Figs. 5~A! and 5~B!. Friction @as in Fig. 5~A!# appears if the
gravity force pushes the moving sphere toward the fix
one—that is, if the moving particle isabovethis horizontal
plane. However, friction is absent if the moving sphere
below this plane@cf. Fig. 5~B!#. As a result, trajectories an
velocities are expected to be nonsymmetric with respec
z→2z. This result is general: it is valid whatever the co
tact force componentsR andP.

B. Physical model for contact forces

To develop the model further, we need to impose t
conditions specifying the contact force, i.e., its tangential a
normal componentsP and R. First, to make the model a
simple as possible, we assume that the distance between
faces at contact does not change significantly during the
tion:

j'jm5 const. ~18!

This means the there is no motion along the line of sph
centers:

U1L50. ~19!

This is anad hocassumption which can be refined later.
Next, we follow the standard solid friction theory@14,15#

to discriminate between two generic types of motion: p
rolling, and rolling with slip. In general, the motion of bodie
at contact is characterized by the ratio of the tangential to
normal forces transmitted from one surface to anoth
namely, by the ratio of the friction forceR to the normal
force pressing the bodies togetherP @14,15#. Suppose that
this ratio increases from zero with increase of a certain c
trol parameter~e.g., the angleu specified in Fig. 1!. First we
will observe pure rolling~no sliding!,

2aV1S5U1T , ~20!

until a certain critical valueR/P5ms , called the static fric-
tion coefficient. At this point slip starts in addition to rolling
andR/P sharply decreases, adjusting to satisfy Amonton
law @15,16#

R5mkP, ~21!

wheremk is a constant, called the kinetic friction coefficien
mk is always smaller thanms . Typical values of both friction
coefficients for well-lubricated metal-nonmetal contacts
about 0.05–0.12@14#.

C. Concluding the model

If the moving particle does not touch the fixed sphe
during any part of its motion, then it interacts only hydrod
namically. If the particle starts close enough to the verti
c
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line containing the fixed sphere center, then for small ang
u its motion is due to hydrodynamic interactions only, but
a certain valueu0 contact interactions with the fixed sphe
become important. We assume that at contact, i.e., fou
betweenu0 andp/2, the distancejm between surfaces doe
not change during the motion. Ifu0,us , then the pure roll-
ing motion takes place for anglesu betweenu0 and us .
Rolling with slip occurs for anglesu larger thanu0 andus ,
but smaller thanp/2. For u.p/2 there is no more contact
and the interactions are only through the fluid. Characteri
intervals of motion for a typical trajectory with a long con
tact part ~the same one as those displayed in Fig. 2! are
shown in Fig. 6.

According to the model, the approaching particle conta
the fixed one after afinite period, evaluated as the time
would take for the ideally smooth sphere to reach suc
distance from the fixed~also ideally smooth! sphere, which
is of the order of the roughness of the real spheres.

V. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

Both vertical and horizontal components of the sph
motion have been investigated, but each of them with a

FIG. 6. Characteristic intervals of motion~for the trajectory
from Fig. 2!.

FIG. 7. Sketch of the optical interferometry setup.M, mirrors;L,
lenses;S, separator;D, diaphragm.
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ferent measurement technique and a different accuracy
sketch of the experimental interferometry setup is presen
in Fig. 7.

A. Vertical motion

A laser interferometer has been used to measure with
accuracy the vertical velocity and the vertical displacem
of a spherical particle moving in a viscous fluid, using t
technique described in Ref.@10#. The beam of a He-Ne lase
is divided by a beam splitter into two beams having roug
the same power. The two beams follow symmetrical pa
with the aid of mirrors. The upper beam is reflected back
the particle in motion, the lower one by a reference mirr
The two reflected beams are then superimposed to form
terference fringes. The displacement of the particle result
a shifting of the interference fringes which appear as conc
tric clear and dark rings. Shifting from a dark fringe to th
next clear fringe~or conversely! corresponds to a displace
mentDz5l/4n, wheren is the refraction index of the liquid
for the given wavelengthl5632.8 nm;n51.404 for the
silicon oil. The typical sensitivity on the measured vertic
displacement is of the order of 100 nm.

The interferometric signal is then processed as follo
The times at which the signal reaches successive extre
are calculated first. The difference between such times is
elapsed time intervalDt for the particle to move a distanc
Dz. The frequency isf 51/2Dt, and the particle vertical ve
locity is then calculated asvz52Dz f5l f /2n.

B. Horizontal motion

The moving particle has to stay in the vertical laser be
if the interference fringes are to be observed at each t
step. However, when it moves around the fixed sphere
horizontal component of motion is added to the vertical o
To compensate for this displacement, the whole cell is dri
in such a direction that the moving sphere stays in the la
beam.

The measurements of the horizontal relative motion of
spheres are performed with a detector~a system of photo-
diodes!, using the laser beam reflected back by the particl
motion. A horizontal displacement of the sphere is char
terized by an unbalance in intensity measured by four p
todiodes of the detecting system. We have checked tha
intensity difference given by the photodiodes depends
early onDx, the horizontal displacement of the particle,
Dx<100 mm. When a difference in intensity is measured
computer performs data acquisition and calculates cor
tions in position~taking into account that the response of t
photodiodes varies with the vertical position of the sphe!.
Then the corresponding command sets are sent to two d
current motors ~dc motors! with high resolution shaft-
mounted encoders, which drive the whole cell to compens
for the horizontal motion of the particle.

The error of the horizontal displacement is due to seve
factors of this complex measurement system. It can be e
mated@12# as about 20mm—the order of fluctuations of the
particle horizontal position~as it has been already men
tioned, the sphere is adjusted to stay at the horizontal p
tion determined by the laser beam!.
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C. Resulting data

For each trial the experiment gives at successive tim
vertical velocities~very accurately! and horizontal positions
This basic information allows one to calculate other char
teristic parameters of the motion. In particular, horizon
velocities are deduced from horizontal displacements m
sured in real time, and vertical positions from vertical velo
ties. The trajectory of the moving particle is reconstructed
the end of each trial.

VI. CALCULATING THE MODEL OF HYDRODYNAMIC
AND CONTACT INTERACTIONS

A. Quantities to be compared with experiment

In this section we use the coordinate systemx, z, andS,
and the notation as in Fig. 1. The measurements along
vertical directionz are significantly more accurate than tho
along the horizontal directionx, as explained in Sec. V
Therefore, in our model we evaluate vertical and horizon
components of the particle velocity separately, as functi
of the vertical position:U1z(z) andU1x(z). In Sec. IX, they
are compared with the experimental plots.

B. Equations of motion

There are three sets of equations, corresponding to t
different regimes of the motion of sphere 1: no contact w
the fixed sphere~hydrodynamic interactions only!; pure roll-
ing at contact with the fixed sphere; and rolling with slip
contact with the fixed sphere. The external forces, speci
by Eqs.~13!–~21!, and substituted into Eq.~5!, result in the
following motion in each of those three cases. Hydrod
namic interactions only:

sinu

sinu0
5 expF2E

j0

j

f ~j8! dj8G , ~22!

U1z /v05@m~j! cos2 u2t~j!#, ~23!

U1x /v05m~j! cosu sinu. ~24!

Pure rolling at contact:

j5jm5 const, ~25!

U1z /v052r ~jm! sin2 u, ~26!

U1x /v05r ~jm! sinu cosu. ~27!

Rolling with slip at contact:

j5jm5const,

U1z /v052@ t~jm!sin2 u2mkq~jm! cosu sinu#, ~28!

U1x /v05@ t~jm!cosu sinu2mkq~jm!cos2 u#. ~29!

The transition from pure rolling to rolling with slip is ob
tained whenR/P drops fromms to mk . That is, at the fol-
lowing angleu:

tanu5tanus[ms /p~jm!. ~30!
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PRE 59 3187HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN TWO . . .
The quantityv0 in Eqs.~22!–~29! is the Stokes velocity:

v05
2

9h
a2~ r̃2r!g. ~31!

The functionsf (j), m(j), t(j), r (j), q(j), andp(j) in
Eqs.~22!–~30! are given in terms of components of the tw
particle friction matrix,X11

A , Y11
A , Y11

B , andY11
C @5#, evalu-

ated at the separation between sphere centers equ
a~j12!:

l ~j!51/X11
A , ~32!

t~j!5
3Y11

C

3Y11
A Y11

C 2~Y11
B !2 , ~33!

m~j!5t~j!2 l ~j!, ~34!

f ~j!5
t~j!

l ~j!~21j!
, ~35!

q~j!5t~j!S 11
Y11

B

2Y11
C D , ~36!

r ~j!5
3

4Y11
C 14Y11

B 13Y11
A , ~37!

p~j!5
4Y11

C 12Y11
B

4Y11
C 14Y11

B 13Y11
A . ~38!

We calculate them using ourFORTRANprogram, based on th
Jeffrey-Onishi@5# expansion in inverse powers of the di
tance between particles.

The moving particle trajectories and velocities are para
etrized byj for separation, and byu at contact. To obtain the
dependence of velocity components on vertical positionz,
Eqs.~23!, ~24!, ~26!, ~27!, and~28!, ~29! need to be supple
mented by the relation

z5a~21j! cosu, ~39!

with u given by Eq.~22! for separation, and withj given by
Eq. ~25! at contact. Before applying the model, we first stu
the experimental system and its parameters in detail
check for consistency, to make necessary improvements,
to become aware of the model limitations.

VII. GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH THE EXPERIMENT

A. Geometry of the experimental system

The experimental cell consists of two spherical partic
immersed in a very viscous fluid filling a closed cylind
~Fig. 8!. The axis of the cylinder is vertical. The first ball
fixed ~it can neither shift nor rotate! in such a way that its
to

-

to
nd

s

center is in the middle of the cylinder. The motion of th
second sphere is investigated from the moment it starts a
top wall until it stops at the bottom wall. The initial positio
is shifted from the axis of the cylinder by a certain distan
x0 , which changes in subsequent trials. The experime
cell presented in Fig. 8 is one of many created in the redes
process, carried out to reach high accuracy in the experim
by first investigating, and then decreasing, the side effect
the walls and of the support, and preserving the symmetr
the system at the same time.

B. Parameters and materials

The cell is a cylindrical container made of altuglas, wi
an inner diameter of 50.0060.01 mm and a height of 40.0
60.01 mm, closed at both ends with windows made of gl
of optical quality. The fixed particle is located in the cent
of the cell, with the help of a rod of about 1 mm in diamet
~see Fig. 8!. The horizontal part of the rod is about 21 m
long. The size of both particles is approximately the sam
and the choice of materials is such that no magnetic ef
occurs.

The moving particle is a steel ball with a mass density
about 7800 kg m23, and 6.3560.01 mm in diameter. De-
parture from sphericity was negligible~0.2 mm!, and the
arithmetic roughness Ra as indicated by the manufacture
0.013mm.

The fixed particle is a polyacetal sphere of 6.3060.02
mm in diameter, with a departure from sphericity estima
as 10mm. No information of roughness has been given
the manufacturer, but our scanning electron microgra
shown in Fig. 9, gives some idea about the roughness ge
etry.

The fluid is the silicon oil Rhodorsyl 47V100000~manu-
factured by Rhoˆne-Poulenc! of mass density 978 kg m23

and kinematic viscosityh/r'0.1 m2 s21 at 25 °C. The
Reynolds number of the flow due to the sedimenting bal
very small:

FIG. 8. The experimental cell.
Re'
particle diameter3maximal particle velocity

kinematic viscosity
'631025. ~40!

The Stokes velocity defined by Eq.~31! is about 1.5 mm/s.
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VIII. ADJUSTMENT BETWEEN THE MODEL
AND EXPERIMENT

A. Interactions with the walls and the support

Our model is valid for an infinite fluid, and therefore
does not take into account the hydrodynamic interacti
with the walls. In our experimental setup this effect is im
portant even in the central part of the container, since
ratio of the particle diameter to container height is quite la
(2a/H'15%). According to the method of reflections@13#,
this parameter estimates the order of the decrease of the
ticle velocity due to the hydrodynamic interactions with t
walls.

The question remains how to adjust the model to acco
for the wall effects. We will discuss this problem only ve
briefly—solving it needs a separate treatment.

For the contact motion, lubrication phenomena are imp
tant, and the question is how they depend on hydrodyna
interactions with the walls. In standard lubrication theo
@1–5#, the two-particle friction matrix elements consist
two parts. The first one depends only on the gap region,
therefore is not affected by the presence of walls. It conta
terms diverging with the decreasing distance between
facesj→0. The second part depends on the fluid flow e
erywhere, and therefore it will be modified by the presen
of the walls. In the limitj→0 it is finite and nonvanishing

Since in our model there is no motion along the line
centers at the contact, then the lubrication forces dive
very slowly with the decreasing distance. For smallj the
friction coefficientsY11

A , Y11
B , andY11

C can be approximated
by @2,4,5#

g ln j211C1hj ln j21. ~41!

The walls affect C, but neither g nor h @1,2,4#. For j
;1025–1022 both partsg ln j211hj ln j21 andC are of the
same order. Therefore a modification due to the walls se
to be needed not only for separated spheres, but also fo
motion at contact.

Previous experiments@10# have shown that for a singl
sphere sedimenting in the same cylinder, the hydrodyna
interactions with the walls cause a decrease of the ver
velocity vz of the single particle sedimenting in the sam
cylinder with respect to its Stokes velocityv0 , in such a way

FIG. 9. Scanning electron micrograph of the fixed sphere s
face.
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that in the central part of the cylinder the ratiovz /v0'0.7,
and it changes withz very slowly. This has motivated us t
suppose that a modification of the constantC due to hydro-
dynamic interactions with the walls does not change sign
cantly with position at the central part of the containe
where the motion at contact takes place. In short, the c
stantC in the presence of walls can be replaced by anot
smaller constantCeff. Sincej does not change during th
motion at contact, the termg ln j211hj ln j21 does not
change either. As a result, the ratio ofCeff to g ln j21

1hj ln j21 is approximately constant at contact. Therefo
we might expect that at contact the interactions with
walls cause an effect similar to the decrease of the Sto
velocity.

Thus as a first approximation we make anad hocassump-
tion that the hydrodynamic interactions between two sphe
at contact can be approximated by the model presente
Sec. VI, but with the Stokes velocity~31! replaced by a
smaller constant ‘‘effective Stokes velocity,’’ due to the h
drodynamic interaction with the walls. This wayv0 in Eqs.
~23!–~29! loses its original meaning@Eq. ~31!#, and it be-
comes a parameter of the model, to be fitted from the exp
mental data.

The concept of an effectiveconstantStokes velocity has
also been applied@9# to describe the motion at separatio
driven by the hydrodynamic interactions only@Eqs.~23! and
~24!#. However, such a generalization does not seem to
justified for the separating motion, when the order of mag
tude ofj changes significantly. That is, for such an increa
of j, the ratio of ug ln j211hj ln j21u to uCeffu decreases.
Therefore, if an effective Stokes velocity also makes sens
this case, then it is expected to change with such a signific
increase of the distance between surfaces. Thus an ana
of the motion at separation becomes a complex problem.
do not address this in this paper, since our goal is to conc
trate on the basic features of the motion at contact.

To make a close relation between the model and the
periment, the geometry of the experimental system has b
adjusted. That is, the cell has been redesigned to pres
symmetries of the fixed sphere and the walls under reflec
in the vertical plane containing the fixed sphere center
the support; and reflection in the horizontal plane contain
the fixed sphere center and the support. The support~see Fig.
8! still does not preserve the symmetry. However, its infl
ence is negligible, as it has been tested experimentally@12#.

If, in addition, the initial position of the moving spher
center, the fixed sphere center, and the axis of the suppor
in the same plane~as has been approximately satisfied in t
experiment!, then the analysis of symmetries remains t
same as in Secs. II B, II C, and IV A, in agreement with t
nonsymmetric experimental plots in Figs. 2–4.

B. Particle size

We approximate the size of the particles by the same
ameter 2a56.325 mm ~that is, the average of the rea
particle diameters, measured with the accura
60.01 mm—see Sec. VII B!. This way we restrict the ac
curacy of the model to be no better than about 1%.
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C. Container motion

Since the container moves horizontally to keep the se
menting sphere in the laser beam, we need to discuss ho
is taken into account by the model equations. The r
boundary conditions for the fluid are such that there is
uniform ambient flow due to the horizontal container motio
~The ambient flow is different for various time instant
Therefore, the Stokes equations are solved for each time
stant separately. This is justified because the particle and
fluid acceleration and inertia effects are negligible.! Using
the linearity of the Stokes equations, we have solved
equivalent problem, with the new boundary conditions giv
by Eqs.~3! and~4!, with a vanishing fluid flow at infinity and
with the fluid velocity at the particle surface equal to t
particle velocity decreased by the ambient flow~i.e., mea-
sured relative to the container!. Since the container is drive
horizontally in such a way that the particle horizontal po
tion does not change, thenU1x in Eq. ~4! has the meaning o
minus the container velocity, whileU1z is the particle verti-
cal velocity.

IX. INTERPRETING THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
BY THE MODEL

In this paper we present only brief estimates, which t
the applicability of our model, postponing a systematic tre
ment for further studies. Therefore, here we restrict
analysis to a single representative trajectory at contact.
same treatment can be repeated for other trajectories.

In the model, there are four parameters to be fitted fr
the experiment:v0 , the effective Stokes velocity;jm , the
minimal distance between particle surfaces at contact;mk ,
the kinetic friction coefficient; andms , the static friction
coefficient @related tous , the critical angle at which slip
occurs, by Eq.~30!#.

Since at contact there is no motion along the line of c
ters, then2U1z / sinu andU1x / cosu are the same function
of u. In addition, from the model equations~26!–~29! it fol-
lows that2Uz /(sinu cosu) is a linear function of tanu ~the
same asUx / cos2 u). However, the slope for pure rolling
v0r (jm), is significantly smaller than the slope for rollin
with slip: v0t(jm). An inhomogeneous term2mkv0q(jm)
appears only for rolling with slip. Experimental results plo
ted in Fig. 10 confirm this model, showing a transition fro
pure rolling to rolling with slip, characterized not only by th
slope jump, but also by a change from a smooth to a fluc
ating motion.

Solid lines correspond to the least-squares linear fits@17#,
a tanu1b. We get the following values of the parameter

b1'2~022!31026 m/s, ~42!

a15v0r ~jm!'~4.224.6!31024 m/s, ~43!

b252mkv0q~jm!'2~428!31025 m/s, ~44!

a25v0t~jm!'~7.327.4!31024 m/s. ~45!

The error bars in Eqs.~42!, ~44!, and~45! are larger than the
least-squares fit accuracy@17#. For example, the error bar i
Eq. ~43! is larger than 731026, the corresponding least
i-
it

al
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squares fit value. This large error has been detected w
plotting the experimental data for pure rolling in the follow
ing graphs:2U1z versus sin2 u, 2U1z/(sinu cosu) versus
tanu, U1x versus sinu cosu, and U1x /cos2 u versus tanu.
According to Eqs.~26! and ~27!, all the plots should repre
sent the same linear functionf (x)5a1x. However, the
slopes differ from 0.000 46 to 0.000 42. This inaccuracy
inherent to small anglesu, at which the slope is very sens
tive to small errors in determination of the relative positio
of both spheres. In principle, estimates~42!–~45! allow one
to look for the model parameters: the ratioa2 /a1
5t(jm)/r (jm) specifiesjm , a2 /t(jm) determinesv0 , and
2b2 /„v0q(jm)… givesmk . In addition, from Fig. 10 we can
estimate that

us'0.2360.02, ~46!

which allows us to use Eq.~30! to determinems as the prod-
uct of tanus andp(jm), given by Eq.~38!.

Equations~43! and ~45! lead to the estimation

a2 /a15t~jm!/r ~jm!'1.5861.72. ~47!

However, as shown in Fig. 11, the functiont(j)/r (j)
changes very slowly with decreasingj. Moreover, the same
figure indicates that interval~47! allows for practically any
values ofjm .

Therefore, the error bar in Eq.~47! is too large to deter-
mine the distance between surfaces at contact, and there
the other parameters. A brief analysis with the other parts
the motion along the same trajectory~i.e., when the sphere
are separated! has shown that there is an approximate agr
ment between the model and the experiment in a central
of the container, which is, however, limited to very sma
distances between particle surfaces. However, it cannot
with the quantitative calculations—to generalize the mo
for larger separations, a specific procedure allowing one
calculate the effect of the walls is needed.

Nevertheless, an estimation of the model parameters
be done. First, we know that hydrodynamic interactions w
the walls reduce the particle velocity. Therefore, the effect

FIG. 10. Velocity at contact motion~m/s!.
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Stokes velocity at the contact is less than the Stokes velo
itself. Second, we assume that the distance between sur
at contact is not larger than 10mm, an upper estimate for th
roughness distance, madead hocwhile looking at the scan-
ning electron micrograph~Fig. 9! of the fixed particle surface
~we expect that the asperities elastically deform at cont
with a decrease of the fluid layer thickness between s
faces!. Using Eqs.~43!–~45!, we obtain the following esti-
mates for the parameters of the model:

jm50.000 03220.003↔0.1210 mm, ~48!

v051.221.5 mm/s, ~49!

mk50.0920.17, ~50!

ms50.1320.17. ~51!

There is a large uncertainty of the resulting values of
parameters, although the vertical displacement has b
measured with a very high accuracy,Dz'100 nm, and the
error of the horizontal position measurement is small:Dx
'50 mm. The striking feature of the comparison betwe
the model and the experiment, and the main result of
paper, is that the experimental results accurately confirm

FIG. 11. Theoretical ratio of the slopesa2 /a1 .
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basic prediction of the model, namely, the existence of t
different intervals of motion due to pure rolling and rollin
with slip, and a sharp transition from one to another~Fig.
10!.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Contact and hydrodynamic interactions between t
spheres in a viscous fluid have been investigated experim
tally, using an accurate interferometric technique. A sim
physical model of these interactions between very cl
spheres has been constructed. It is based on a plain co
nation of the standard hydrodynamic forces on smo
spheres at a finite small distancejm , and the classical solid
friction forces for rough particles touching each other. T
model accounts for the symmetry breaking of the experim
tal velocities and trajectories. It contains corrections for
hydrodynamic interactions between the walls and the p
ticles at contact.

The existence of two different intervals of motion, pu
rolling and rolling with slip, and a sharp transition betwe
them, was first predicted by the model, and next confirm
experimentally~Fig. 10!. The high accuracy of this verifica
tion is striking, considering the simplicity of the model.

However, the comparison with the experiment is still n
sufficient to determine the values of the physical parame
of the model precisely. That is, the theoretical fit is not se
sitive enough to a change of the distance between surfa

The distance between surfaces at contactja'0.1–
10 mm is smaller than the upper estimate of the roughn
of the fixed sphere. The hydrodynamic interactions with
walls result in an effective Stokes velocity reduced by le
than 25% with respect to the Stokes velocity in an infin
fluid. The kinetic friction coefficient is given as
mk'0.09–0.13. The critical angleus between pure rolling
and rolling with slip determines the static friction coefficie
(ms'0.13–0.17!. Both kinetic and static coefficients agre
with the typical values for lubricated metal-nonmetal co
tacts@14#.
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